
the mission

     Bun in the Oven Fertility Clinic
aims to provide a safe loving home for

the   newborn babies being brought
into this world. We hope to make their
conception as ethical as possible on all

levels- sex cell donors, surrogates,
preimplantation genetic diagnosis

(PGD) and In Vitro Fertilization
(IVF).This clinic provides counseling
for all parties involved to ensure that

there is a comprehensive
understanding of the process and that

any consent is informed and not
coerced.

Bun in the Oven Fertility Clinic also
functions on a sliding fee scale to

accommodate for a number of
financial backgrounds because we
believe that everyone should have

access to ART if they so need it.
Bun in the Over Fertility Clinic also
donates part of it's profits to causes

that prevent infertility. 



CONTACT US

visit us

Bun In The Oven 
Fertility Clinic

400 Kitchen Lane
New Hope, PA 18938

Phone
215. 826. 2081

Fax 
215. 232. 8924

Email
bunintheoven@fertility.com

.
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FERTILITY CLINIC

Because sometimes making family
takes a lot of preparation



Our services

Sperm Donation

Egg Donation     

In Vitro Fertilization (IVF)

Surrogacy           

 The clinic has a variety of sperm                                
 donors available for use by intended parents. All  
  sperm donors are not anonymous and are all        
cleared by counselors for their well-being. They
are also screened for common medical                  
conditions.                                                                     

                           The clinic also has a variety of egg
 donors available for use by intended parents. All  
sperm donors are also not anonymous and          

 provide the same information and receive the      
 same counseling as sperm donors. Unlike other  
 clinics,  we do not believe that Ivy League              
 educations warrant exorbitant price tags and pay
  everyone  fairly and equally regardless of              
  educational background.                                            

                                     

 We understand that a surrogate's                                  
mental and emotional well being                                  
is just as important as physical                                      
maintenance when carrying a child to term and        
ensure that a variety of  counseling (nutritional,        
 financial, psychological) is provided. At the same      
time, we meticulously work out contingency              
plans for any situation that intended parents and      
surrogates can undergo.                                                  

        

                              IVF cycles can be very costly
and impersonal but at our clinic we work to          
 accommodate to everyone's price range and          
 everyone's personal wishes. We can understand    
 how difficult it can feel and work to support you  
throughout the process.                                             



Our services

Selective Reduction

Sterilization

Preimplantation Genetic
Diagnosis (PGD)

We offer PGD for parents to find out if their      
child will have a debilitating medical condition.
We do not offer PGD to select for a particular    
hair or eye color nor any particular character    
traits. We support parent's decisions upon        
receiving full information of their child's            
possible conditions and work hard to inform    
parents about their rights.                                     

We offer sterilization services for any parties,      
 male or female, that desire it. We offer a variety    
of counseling options to make sure that patients  
 are fully informed of their decisions as well as the
 permanence of their actions and possible future  
 health consequences.                                                   

We provide selective reduction services for those
parents who may feel it is necessary, whether it    
be for personal reasons, financial reasons, or        
health reasons. We value the autonomy of the        
parents as well as the child and try to be as            
humane as possible throughout the process.          

                 



TESTIMONIALS

EMILY PARKER

Egg donor

JOHNSON AND IRA

BELMONT

IVF RECIPIENTS

 Not once during the process of      
becoming an egg donor did I feel  
 pressured. The staff  provided full
disclosure about the process and  
 what was to be expected. I was      
very fairly compensated as well.    
Unlike other fertility clinics I was  
not once told that I should be        
doing this for the "right" reasons.  
 They encouraged honesty and        
 autonomy throughout the process
 for me as well as the parents to be.

              

Through this clinic we managed to
find a sperm donor without            
 concern over personal                      
 characteristics. We were well          
 informed at every step of the          
process and given the opportunity
to handle medical aspects as          
personally as we anted.  We can    
happily say we now have a baby    
girl by the name of Emma.              


